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Geniozz Incident Investigation Services

A professional incident investigator

on location, within 24 hours

Geniozz can deploy a professional lead investigator on location in Europe on demand within 24 hours 

(worldwide 48 hours).

Our investigators are all accredited and have gained broad international experience as lead 

investigator in various organisations, industries and cultures, like: Energy sector, Wind & Solar power, 

Healthcare, Maritime, Dredging, Aviation, Nuclear industry, Process industry, Transport & 

Infrastructure (Road, Rail, Water), Food and Nutrition, Construction, Mining industry (solids), Oil and 

gas (up/downstream & on/offshore)
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Add expertise to your team at different levels

The competence of our investigator will be added to the available competencies in your company.
So, if you only need an expert to facilitate a Tripod Beta analysis session, our investigator can adjust to 
that task.

Geniozz can provide incident investigation & analysis services at the following levels:

lead investigator:
leads the investigation team and reports to the client.

member of the investigation team
external (objective) team member participating in the full investigation process.

facilitator
facilitating the incident analysis phase, (e.g. using Tripod Beta, FRAM, RCA, BFA, …)

peer review
have second eyes on your incident analysis and investigation report to ensure and improve the quality.

analyst
conducting thorough meta-analyses of multiple incident investigations
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Framework Agreement
Enabling immediate and flexible support on-demand (24/7)

Incidents happen unexpectedly. Depending on the severity and potential for learning of the business 
disruption, every incident requires specific follow-up.

In certain cases, you may desire to fully outsource the incident investigation process to an external 
objective specialist, like Geniozz. In other cases, you just want to add some professional experience 
to the investigation team or maybe just want to have a quality check/peer review on your incident 
analysis and/or report.

To enable immediate and flexible support on-demand (24/7), you can conclude a framework 
agreement with Geniozz. This way, based on mutually agreed terms and conditions, our professional 
incident investigators can act quickly and effectively on call in case of an incident.

Find out what a framework agreement
can do for your organisation:

info@geniozz.com  or  +31 20 491 73 25
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Structured & method based investigation

We support the following methods:

Tripod Beta

FRAM (Functional Resonance Analysis Method)

BFA (Barrier Failure Analysis)

RCA (Root Cause Analysis) incl. 5-Why

Kelvin TOPSET

SIM (Simple Incident analysis Method)

STEP (Sequentially Timed and Events Plotting)

BSCAT (Barrier-based Systematic Cause Analysis Technique)

TapRoot
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Contact

Geniozz - Learning from incidents

Kingsfordweg 151

1043 GR  Amsterdam

The Netherlands

+31 (0)20 491 73 25  - info@geniozz.com

mailto:info@geniozz.com

